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Vadose Zone Model–Data Fusion:
State of the Art and Future Challenges
Models are quan ta ve formula ons of assump ons regarding key physical processes,
their mathema cal representa ons, and site-specific relevant proper es at a par cular
scale of analysis. Models are fused with data in a two-way process that uses informa on
contained in observa onal data to refine models and the context provided by models
to improve informa on extrac on from observa onal data. This process of model–data
fusion leads to improved understanding of hydrological processes by providing improved
es mates of parameters, fluxes, and states of the vadose zone system of interest, as well
as of the associated uncertain es of these values. Notwithstanding recent progress, there
are s ll numerous challenges associated with model–data fusion, including: (i) dealing with
the increasing complexity of models, (ii) considering new and typically indirect measurements, and (iii) quan fying uncertainty. This special sec on presents nine contribu ons
that address the state of the art of model–data fusion.
Abbrevia ons: AFHO, ac vely heated fiber op cs; GPR, ground penetra ng radar; MCMC, Markov Chain
Monte Carlo.

The past two decades have witnessed significant advances in vadose zone modeling
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and measurement technologies that have allowed the vadose zone community to tackle
more complex problems with increasingly sophisticated measurement technologies. The
required fusion of models with data is ideally achieved in a two-way process. Information
contained in observational data is used to refi ne models, and the context provided by
models is used to improve information extraction from available observational data or to
identify information-rich data worth collecting. Despite the availability of more and better
measurements and continued increases in computational power, it has become apparent
that these advances have not solved the difficulties associated with such model–data fusion.
Rather, these new capabilities have highlighted some of the more fundamental challenges
common to all scientific analysis and challenged our approaches to model conceptualization, parameterization, validation, and hypothesis (model) reformulation. Specifically,
they have tested our assumptions regarding the interpretation and value of observations,
especially for indirect observations in complex environments. In addition, more complex
models have encouraged vadose zone hydrologists to tackle problems with high parameter
dimensionality and underdetermined inverse problems, which have shed light on shortcomings of our standard approaches for model parameterization that were not evident for
less difficult problems. To address these shortcomings, there is a need for formal statistical
methods that recognize the role of forcing data and model structural error in the analysis
of parameter and predictive uncertainty.
There are numerous challenges in model–data fusion in vadose zone hydrology (e.g., see
the review of Vrugt et al., 2008a). This special section focuses on three of the most pressing
issues: model complexity, information extraction, and uncertainty quantification.
There is increasing use of complex highly parameterized models to describe coupled processes at scales large enough to support management and policy development. Th is use
of increasingly complex models is associated with increases in parameter dimensionality
and model run time, which put a premium on efficient methods for parameter estimation.
In addition, the use of such coupled models requires multiple observation types, which
implies the use of more advanced methods for model parameterization and information
extraction from observations.
Most measurement methods available in vadose zone hydrology fall within one of three
categories. Traditional, destructive measurements offer observations with high spatial
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resolution but low temporal resolution. Automated monitoring
stations typically provide measurements with high temporal resolution for a few selected points in space. Finally, geophysical and
remotely sensed observations offer some mix of temporal and spatial resolution, but at the cost of being less direct measurements of
hydrologically relevant properties (see the review by Robinson et
al., 2008). There is growing recognition that it is not sufficient to
collect data without careful consideration of the information necessary to discriminate among different model conceptualizations
and parameterizations. Addressing this perennial problem will
require continued advances in measurement technologies together
with improved methods to identify those measurements that are
most likely to provide the information that is most valuable for
hypothesis testing and uncertainty reduction. Th is challenge of
optimal data collection requires considerations of practicality and
cost, as well as more specific considerations of how to reconcile
typically conflicting information from different data types (e.g.,
Gupta et al., 1998), and how to consider data with varying spatial
support (e.g., Hinnell et al., 2010; Huisman et al., 2010).
Model–data fusion offers opportunities for quantifying uncertainty in process understanding and hydrologic predictions.
Methods that attempt to quantify uncertainty (Beven and Freer,
2001; Vrugt et al., 2003) are being used increasingly to treat the
considerable uncertainty associated with vadose zone models. In
particular, these methods have greatly improved our ability to
identify and quantify uncertainty associated with model parameters. Moving forward, methods will have to consider uncertainty
attributed to incomplete knowledge about model parameters,
observational data of system inputs and outputs (Kuczera et al.,
2006; Vrugt et al., 2008b), and model structure (e.g., Doherty
and Welter, 2010; Gupta et al., 2012). Eventually, these assessments will have to encompass sources of uncertainty that are due
to approaches and tools that are used for model–data fusion. In
each case, it is likely that examinations of uncertainty will both
improve our predictions and point to new directions for fundamental improvement in vadose zone hydrologic analysis.

6 Contents of the Special SecƟon
We have provided a brief overview of the promises of model–data
fusion and the challenges that this field faces for vadose zone
applications. This special section presents nine contributions that
illustrate ongoing efforts to address these challenges. We now
briefly summarize each of these individual papers. For convenience,
we have organized them along four main themes: (i) model–data
fusion: the state of the art; (ii) model complexity; (iii) information
extraction from new measurements technologies; and (iv) uncertainty quantification.

Model–Data Fusion: The State of the Art
A challenging issue in model–data fusion is whether the information content of the data is sufficient to obtain reliable estimates of

model parameters. This issue was explored by Schelle et al. (2012),
who investigated the amount of information that is required from
a weighable lysimeter experiment to warrant the simultaneous
identification of soil hydraulic and root distribution parameters
of a vadose zone water flow model. Using in-silico (computer)
experiments, they found that transient average water content and
lysimeter outflow data are necessary to constrain the model parameters for a homogeneous soil. For a two-layer soil, additional matric
potential measurements in both layers were required for a reliable
model parameterization.
Keim et al. (2012) used a combination of measurements and
modeling to derive a conceptual model for flow processes in
unsaturated fractured rock. A numerical vadose zone flow model
was first parameterized to predict winter drainage from the soil
profi le into the fractured rock using continuous measurements of
soil water content and matric potential. These drainage estimates
were compared with discharge measurements from fractures in a
tunnel up to 45 m below the ground surface. The results clearly
demonstrated that flow pathways converged with depth, which
was additionally supported by the relatively short lag time between
soil drainage and tunnel discharge.
Botros et al. (2012) developed six different numerical vadose zone
models with varying levels of spatial detail and complexity of subsurface heterogeneity to predict vadose zone nitrate storage after a
7-yr-long fertilization experiment. Results demonstrated that all
models consistently overestimated the actual nitrate storage. This
finding points to incomplete knowledge of our understanding of
the fate of nitrate in the vadose zone. Key controlling factors such
as chemical heterogeneity related to mobile/immobile domains
need to be explicitly considered to improve predictions of vadose
zone nitrate flow and storage.
Summarizing, these contributions highlight some of the underlying challenges to model–data fusion. But, they also point to the
promise of joint consideration of models, constrained on data, and
data, interpreted in the context of models. In each case, we see
that both models and data collection can be improved through
model–data fusion.

Model Complexity
Verbist et al. (2012) reported on the successful parameterization
of a coupled three-dimensional surface–subsurface model that
describes runoff generation and vadose zone water flow. A global
sensitivity analysis was used to determine the most sensitive model
parameters, which were subsequently calibrated to observed soil
water content and runoff data obtained during a high-intensity
rainfall simulation experiment. An excellent match between the
models and data was observed, inspiring confidence in the ability
of a fully deterministic model to describe soil moisture dynamics
and surface runoff.
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Pagès et al. (2012) introduced a model to represent the architecture of a plant root system. Because of the stochastic nature of
this model, it is difficult to estimate the model parameters directly
from observations. Therefore, a large data set of root architectures
was generated using forward simulation with model parameters
drawn from prior parameter ranges. Global sensitivity analysis was
subsequently used to create a statistical meta-model that directly
related the model parameters to the root length density profi les
of the simulated root architectures. Inversion of this meta-model
showed that not all of the model parameters describing plant root
architecture could be adequately estimated from the root length
density profi les. Additional data beyond root length density were
required to estimate the remaining model parameters.
These two contributions highlight the challenges of dealing with
higher dimensionality problems, especially for highly nonlinear
vadose zone processes. Model–data fusion is critical to addressing
these challenges. Specifically, it is only through a joint consideration of models and data that we can determine the appropriate
level of complexity that is supported by the existing data and that
we can identify the data necessary to support a desired level of
model complexity.

InformaƟon ExtracƟon from New
Measurement Technologies
It is widely recognized that vadose zone systems are highly heterogeneous. There are two approaches to deal with this heterogeneity.
First, we can develop measurement technologies that provide
measurements corresponding with the scales of heterogeneity.
Second, we can develop measurement methods that “naturally
average” properties of interest over larger scales. The difficulties
inherent in collecting ubiquitous measurements are well known
(e.g., Robinson et al., 2008; Vereecken et al., 2008). The challenges
of interpreting large-scale measurements in highly heterogeneous
conditions have not been explored in similar detail. Model–data
fusion techniques are necessary to address the complex relationship between the measurement response and the heterogeneous
distributions of parameters, states, and fluxes.
Jadoon et al. (2012) presented an integrated or coupled hydrogeophysical inversion approach to directly estimate vadose zone
soil hydraulic properties from observations of time-lapse ground
penetrating radar (GPR). The complex relationship between the
modeled soil moisture states and the GPR measurements was
accounted for by coupling a forward model of the measurement
process to a vadose zone model. The use of a dual-porosity model
parameterization improved the reliability of the estimated soil
hydraulic parameters and resulted in a better representation of
near-surface moisture content profi les.
Actively heated fiber optics (AFHO) is an emerging method for
determining distributed soil moisture over distances up to several tens to hundreds of meters. In this method, the metal sheath

surrounding the fiber optic cable is used to generate a heat pulse,
and the cooling of the soil after the heat pulse was monitored using
a distributed temperature sensing system. An analytical solution
describing radial heat flow was used to estimate the soil thermal
conductivity, which can be converted to moisture content using
a soil-specific calibration. Ciocca et al. (2012) evaluated this new
approach in a lysimeter study and obtained an adequate agreement
with reference moisture content measurements. Their analysis also
indicated that the use of longer heat pulses and increased temporal
sampling further improved the accuracy of the AFHO-observed
soil water contents.
Considered together, these contributions point out that, while it
can be difficult to interpret large scale measurements in the vadose
zone, model–data fusion provides the best approach to quantitatively combining understanding of instrument responses, spatial
heterogeneity, and hydrologic processes.

Uncertainty QuanƟficaƟon
Analyses of vadose zone hydrologic processes entail considerable
uncertainty, and it is of eminent importance to account for this
uncertainty to improve process understanding and model predictions. Model–data fusion does not solve this problem outright, but
it does provide an objective and consistent tool for examining all
sources of this uncertainty in a common framework. In this special
section, the contribution of Shi et al. (2012) compares nonlinear
regression and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation to evaluate the predictive performance of a two-phase flow
model using cross-validation. It was found that MCMC methods
provide a more accurate representation of predictive uncertainty.
In addition, their modeling results dispute the common notion
that nonlinear regression techniques are computationally superior to state-of-the-art MCMC sampling algorithms. The power
of MCMC analysis is further illustrated by Scholer et al. (2012).
They explored the information content of time-lapse ground penetrating radar measurements made during a dynamic vadose zone
infi ltration experiment to constrain the estimation of hydraulic
parameters. The MCMC analysis showed that the posterior uncertainty in the model parameters was considerably reduced compared
to their prior ranges. Looking forward, it will be important to
bring these analyses “full circle” and to use model–data fusion to
identify measurements that are best able to reduce existing uncertainties in the context of the hydrologic models.

6 Summary and Outlook
Progress in model–data fusion can be assessed by comparing the
scope and content of this special section with that of its predecessor in Vadose Zone Journal (Vrugt and Neuman, 2006). Over
the intervening 6 years, the evaluation of model parameter uncertainty has become more established (Schelle et al., 2012; Shi et
al., 2012; Scholer et al., 2012), and more advanced measurement
technologies are being used for model conceptualization and
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parameterization (Ciocca et al., 2012, Keim et al., 2012; Jadoon
et al., 2012). Three studies explored the effect of model structural
adequacy on model–data fusion results (Botros et al., 2012; Jadoon
et al., 2012; Schelle et al., 2012).
Despite this progress, we do feel that the vadose zone community has not yet fully recognized that the results of model–data
fusion to a large extent depend on the appropriate and simultaneous treatment of uncertainty in input data, output data, model
parameters, and model structure. This may be partly explained by
the high computational effort required for vadose zone models,
which makes them less amenable to computationally intensive
treatments of uncertainty. Nevertheless, we feel that the time has
come to turn our community’s attention to addressing the underlying challenges of uncertainty quantification and reduction. We
strongly encourage a dialog with other communities facing this
same challenge along the lines proposed by Gupta et al. (2012).
Finally, we remain confident that approaches based on model–data
fusion provide the most promising path forward to resolve model
structural inadequacies, improve model calibration, and identify
information-rich data for collection.
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